A Fast Algorithm for Solving the First Biharmonic Boundary Value Problem. This paper presents a fast iterative algorithm for the solution of a finite difference approximation of the biharmouic boundary value problem on a rectangular region. For solving this problem, the matrix decomposition algorithm is efficiently applied to the semi-direct method which essentially treats the biharmonic equation as a coupled system of Poisson equations. Assuming an N x N grid of mesh points, the number of operations required for one iteration and for the solution terminated by 0 (N -2) is 0 (N 2) and 0 (N 5/2 log2 N), respectively. For N 2 processors, the parallel version of this algorithm would require 14 log2 N steps per iteration. Both results are better than those known. A numerical experiment in a serial computation is also given.
I. Introduction
Let us consider first a rectangular region R with the boundary c3R and for a simpler explanation let R be a unit square. Then our problem is to determine a function u (x, y) which is continuous on R w OR and satisfies The biharmonic equation is treated in many papers [e. g. 1--7] as a coupled pair of Poisson equations 9 Incorporating a simple smoothing process, the solution of problem (1) can be replaced by the solution of the following iterative scheme [4J
u (k+l) (x, y)=g(x, y) on 8R
Au(k + 1) (x, y) = V (k) (x, y) in R U (k+a) (x, y)=e U (k) (x, y)+(1 -~) u (k+x) (x, y) in R (2) [-at. k+, )(x, y)0. ] In order to solve the system (2) numerically, let us construct on R w 8R a grid of mesh points with mesh size h = 1/(N + 1) for some positive integer N. Let R h and R h be the set of respectively interior and boundary grid points.
v(k+l)(x,y)=AU(k+l)(x,y)-? [ r(x,y) onSR
, then we can arrange its values on R~ into a vector form = , where U(k+l)= vJ'2 j=l, N.
(All vectors presented in this paper are considered in the above form.)
Using the standard five-point difference approximation to the Laplacian operator and taking y = 2 h-1 we have [lJ the following difference analogue of (2) For a given e > 0 this iteration process will be terminated when the criterion
A number of algorithms have been given for the solution of iterative scheme (4), [cf. t--3, 5, 6]. The operation count of such an algorithm depends mostly on the operation requirement for solving the two blocktridiagonal systems. The operation counts, mentioned in this paper, include the highest order terms in N only. Greenspan and Schultz used the SOR-method in their algorithm [2] for inner iterations. In the paper by Buzbee and Dorr [5] , the application of the matrix decomposition method [8_] with classical matrix-vector multiplication to the solution of the blocktridiagonal systems requires 0 (N 3) operations, while the use of the cyclic odd-even reduction method [8] or the use of matrix decomposition with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) results in the need to have 0 (N 2 log 2 N) operations per iteration. The modified method of Hockney with FFT, which was used by Ehrlich in [3] , requires 0 (N 2 log 2 N) operations per iteration, too. The iterative algorithm FV, which will be presented in this paper, requires 11 N 2 multiplications and the same number of additions per iteration without any restriction on N. It was shown by Ehrlich [1] that having used the optimal smoothing parameters, an iterative process which has the same iteration matrix as the one given by (4), possesses a convergence rate R E =0 (N-1/2). From the convergence rate Ro~=0(N -l/z) there follows the requirement 0(N ~/2 log2 N) iterations to satisfy (5) for e=0 (h2). Hence, for the special choice of ~=0 (h 2) the total number of operations required for the solution is 0 (N 7/2 log 2 N), using classical matrix decomposition and 0 (N s/z (log 2 N) 2) using odd-even reduction [5] or matrix decomposition with FFT, or the method of Hockney, compared to 0 (N s/2 log 2 N) for the FV algorithm.
II. Algorithm FV
Combining equations, the system (4) can be replaced by the following reccurence formula [7] 
where
Now, our problem is to compute the U Ck+l) by (6) . The main difficulty lies in evaluating the vector G-2 (M U(k)).
To compute this vector the method of matrix decomposition (MD) as given in [5, 8] is used and described. Recalling our goal to compute one iteration value in 0 (N 2) operations, the multiplication by the matrix F must be eliminated. For this reason we express formula (6) Assuming the vector ~ to be known, the vector (7 (k+ 1) can be evaluated in 0 (N 2) operations only. Since the system represented by formulas (8) and (7 a) is an equivalent formulation of (6), the iterative scheme (4) may only be computed and tested for the values ~(k+ 1) instead of U (k+l). In order to terminate the iterative process (4) without knowing the U (k+ 1) values, the criterion (5) must be modified.
With respect to (7 a), the following inequality holds
as shown in [7] . Hence, the criterion (5) can be replaced by the following one
The characteristic polynomials of the iterative processes given by (6) and (8) respectively, are identical (both corresponding iteration matrices are similar). So one gets for C (k+ a) the same rate of convergence R~ =0 (N-1/2) as for U (k+ a), using optimal smoothing parameters [1] . Hence, for ~=0(h 2) the number of iterations required for (10) for U (k+l) guarantee the satisfaction of (5) for e=0 (h2). The criterion (10) is a little stronger than the original criterion (5), but from the viewpoint of total operations count is more advantageous to use.
Thus, one iteration step of the FV algorithm for given k consists of the evaluation of formula (8) and testing (10). The vector ](k + 1) in (8) is computed by algorithm MD, the first phase of which can be computed, according to (7 b), as
V(M u(k))N= V(tr(k) O, ., O, (k) V t?(k)
-~N1, -. UNN) +(1--a)~N because the matrix Vis orthogonal. Hence, before computing this phase, the values Utk) for i= 1, N andj = 1, N need to be known.
Taking the above into account we can now formulate the algorithm FV as follows (the number of arithmetic operations for each step, using symbol 9 for addition or substraction and symbol | for multiplication or division, is given in parentheses):
Step 1: Compute ~=~@2 5. Since the vectors b and c depend on the constant functions only, Z/can be computed in preprocessing using the FFT in 0 (N 2 log2 N) operations (b and c are full vectors, in general).
Step (mostly 1 N 2 @)
Step 7: Compute U (~+~) according to (7 a) using the FFT (0 (N 2 log z N) operations) and let U (k+l) be the approximate solution of boundary value problem (1) on R h. Then k + 1 is the number of iterations required.
The crucial part of the algorithm are Steps 2--6 which require 11 N z | and 1 t N 2 | per iteration. These numbers could be reduced to 8 N z if the operations in Step 5, corresponding to the smoothing process, were not counted. Assuming e=0(h 2) and recalling Ehrlich's result [1] , previously mentioned, the total number of operations required for our algorithm is 0 (N 5/2 log 2 N).
For programming purposes the vectors U (k-l), U (k), ~(k+l) ~ and the matrix V must be stored, i.e., only 4.5 N 2 storage locations are needed on grounds of the symmetry of matrix V.
Finally, it must be noted that this algorithm is well suited for parallel computation, too. For the same number of processors, N 2, the algorithm in [6] requires 24 log 2 N steps for one iteration compared to only 14 log z N for our algorithm without ever needing the FFT algorithm.
III. Numerical Results
For our numerical experiments we have used the same example as treated in [2] . The problem (1) for the function u (x, y)=x a -3 y2 +2 x y was solved on the unit .8750 (-4) .8513 (-4) .8786(-4) (2) CPU time for total solution (see.) (3) Maximum error
However, these 0 (1) iterations do not contribute significantly to total time costs. The agreement in numerical results for BC and BM algorithms is caused by implementing direct Poisson solvers in the iterative scheme (4). The CPU times per iteration confirm the estimated above 0 (log 2 N) savings in time for FV algorithm. These savings are less in total time costs for small e because in total computational time for FV algorithm the cost for preprocessing and postprocessing (Steps 1 and 7) are included. Despite of this fact, the FV approach is more effective than the BC and BM ones for all changes of N and e. The algorithm BM seems to be disadvantageous for our choices of N because an improvement of the FFT becomes apparent for larger N only.
The computations were performed on a CDC 3300 computer. All procedures were written in FORTRAN language and compiled by USASI compiler.
